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ZIP Solar

Aesthetics

Solar powered

* Refined side guides
* Bottom bar hiding in the cassette
* No fasteners visible
* Invisible welds

*Custom made solar panels
*Integrated battery & charging management system

ZIP SOLAR is the most advanced shutter 
solution in our offer. It uses a photovoltaic 
panel across the entire width of the 
cassette for power supply. The integrated 
battery bank allows for trouble-free motor 
operation, even in cloudy weather. 

It does not require a power connection, so 
its installation on the window takes only 
a few minutes. The ZIP SOLAR system is 
based on the ZIP PRO system and offers all 
its advantages.

Reliability and convenience

Custom-made solar panel

Battery and power 
management system

We use our expertise in the production of micro 
photovoltaic panels to  offer the world’s first 
shutter solution equipped with a customized 
photovoltaic panel. The panel, unlike currently 
used solutions, covers the entire surface of 
the cassette, creating an aesthetic tailormade 
solution. 

The number of photovoltaic cells is adjusted 
to the capacious battery integrated in 
the cassette. All components, such as the 
battery charge management system, radio 
communication system and batteries are 
positioned in a way that makes them invisible 
to the user, and at the same time allows for 
easy disassembly and replacement.

In solar products, we use batteries based 
on NiMH technology - it allows us to ensure 
continuous operation of products even 
in difficult conditions such as low or high 
temperatures. The energy management 
system ensures proper charging of the 
battery from the panel and protects it from 
excessive discharge.

Our own production line of photovoltaic
micropanels allows us to create solar
products tailored to individual needs.
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Pergola Solar

The integration of photovoltaic panels 
in the lamellas of pergola gives the user 
a large area to generate electricity. The 
pergola roof is able to generate 80W of 
energy from 1 sqm of surface, thanks to 
which it provides enough electricity to 
power the pergola, motors responsible 
for the movement of slats, zips screens, 

lighting, and other accessories with 
which the pergola is equipped, such as 
USB sockets or speakers. In the future, 
the surplus of electricity generated by 
the pergola can be fed into the power 
grid, thanks to which it will be able to 
function as a home solar power plant.

Wide configuration options

Optional spot lighting in the 
lamellas

Photovoltaic side panels

If the illumination in the side profiles is 
not enough for you, we also offer the 
possibility of using spot lighting in the 
slats constituting the roof structure. 
Thanks to them, even after dark, under 
pergola will be as bright as during the 
day. 

Photovoltaic side panels provide an 
additional opportunity to generate 
energy. They are offered in a sliding 
system, so you can place them 
wherever you need shade. In addition, 
the ability to rotate the slats allows 
you to let in as much sun as you need.

* Possibility of integrating panels in rotary lamellas
* Built-in rechargeable batteries ensure energy   
   independence* Invisible welds

Fully energy independent

* Several roof & side cover versions
* Multiple accessories to be integrated
* Multiple color versions

Wide configuration options

Depending on your needs, the Solar Breaker pergola 
system offers a wide range of side shutters - from zip-
screen shutters, through lamella photovoltaic shutters, to 
the installation of sliding glass panels.
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Awning Solar

Features

Solar powered

*Module size adapted to the size of the awning
*Able of performing +- 10 cycles per day 
* Easy installation on the wall
* 80000 mAh battery

Awning Solar is the world’s first awning 
powered by a photovoltaic panel adapted 
to its size. The panel is mounted on the 
cassette, thanks to which it fits perfectly 
with the product and does not require 
additional installation

Technical data: 

Place your photovoltaic panel  
according to your needs

In case you do not have enough space 
above the awning, you can attach the 
panel to the facade of the building or 
the roof. 

– Module size: according to product width 
– Power: 40 Wp – Battery: 60000 mAh 
– Motor: Simu 12V 
– Number of cycles: +- 15 per day
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Photovoltaic facade 

Awarded in international competitions

Solar powered

Our innovative facade system allows the 
entire building facade to be used for energy 
production without compromising its 
aesthetics. The system has been developed 
to provide large configuration options in 
the simplest possible form. Photovoltaic 
facade system can also be used as a barrier, 
fence, window blind or free-standing blind.

Profiles

System designed from scratch

Many possible uses

Based on our experience, we have 
designed a system that is not only 
durable but also easy to install, which 
significantly reduces the time and 
costs associated with installation.

Thanks to the great freedom in 
shaping the product, it can be used 
on the facade, as well as a fence or 
balcony railing.
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WWW.SOLARBREAKER.COM

SALES@SOLARBREAKER.COM


